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Abstract
For a semistable family of varieties over a curve in characteristic p, we prove the existence of a "Clemens-
Schmid type" long exact sequence for the p-adic cohomology. The cohomology groups appearing in such a
long exact sequence are defined locally.
1 Introduction
Let ∆ denote an open disk around 0 in the complex plane. Let X be a smooth complex variety which is a
Kähler manifold. Consider a semi-stable degeneration pi : X → ∆, i.e., a holomorphic, proper and flat map
of relative dimension n such that pi is smooth outside the fiber X0 = pi−1(0) which is, furthemore, assumed
to be a strict normal crossing divisor (in other words X0 = ∑X0,i is a sum of irreducible components X0,i
of X0 meeting transversally and each X0,i is smooth). In this situation, for any m, one can associate a
limit cohomology Hmlim for X0 (see [MO84] or [ST76]). This Hmlim is endowed with a nilpotent monodromy
operator N and a weight filtration from a mixed Hodge structure. One has Hm(Xt) ≃ Hmlim as vector spaces
for t , 0 where Xt = pi−1(t); moreover, a topological argument shows that Hm(X) ≃ Hm(X0) := Hm and
Hm(X) ≃ Hm(X0) := Hm as well. By i we will indicate the inclusion Xt → X. Then it is possible to define
the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence (respecting MHS) [CL77] Chap. 1, 3.7 (see also [MO84]):
· · · → H2n+2−m
α
−→ Hm
i∗
−→ Hmlim
N
−→ Hmlim
β
−→ H2n−m
α
−→ Hm+2 → · · · ,
where the maps α are the natural maps arising from the Poincaré duality for X0 considered as closed in the
smooth variety X, and the maps β are again obtained via Poincaré duality for Hm(Xt) ≃ H2n−m(Xt) composed
with the natural map H2n−m(Xt) → H2n−m(X) dual to i∗.
In order to prove the exactness of this long sequence one needs more than a topological argument which
connects a global definition of the cohomology of X with support in X0 to a sequence involving the coho-
mology of the special and generic fibers. Indeed one also needs a “weights" argument. In fact one has to
use the fact that the sequence respects the weight filtrations of mixed Hodge structures of the vector spaces
involved and moreover that the weight and monodromy filtrations on Hnlim coincide. We recall, also, that the
structure of the limit cohomology has been considered in the framework of log-geometry (see [IL94]).
In this article we deal with the analogous situation in characteristic p > 0. Namely, we consider the
following morphism
f : X → C
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over a finite field k of characteristic p, where X is a smooth variety of dimension n + 1, C is a smooth curve
and f is a proper and flat morphism. We suppose that for a k-rational point s of C, the fiber at s of f , Xs, is
a normal crossing divisor (NCD for short) and f is smooth outside Xs. Let V be a complete and absolutely
unramified discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic whose residue (resp. fraction) field is k (resp. K).
Then we prove the existence of a Clemens-Schmid sequence:
(1)
· · · → Hmrig(Xs)
γ
−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
Nm
−−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1)
δ
−→ Hm+2Xs,rig(X)
α
−→ Hm+2rig (Xs) → · · · ,
where M is a log-structure on X associated to the NCD Xs (in étale topology), Ms is the fiber of M at s, and
(a) means the a-th Tate twist of Frobenius structure.
The role of the limit cohomology will be played by the log-crystalline cohomology of the log-scheme
Xs endowed with the log-structure Ms induced by the log-structure M of X given by the NCD Xs itself.
We denote this limit cohomology by Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) (V× is endowed with the log-structure on V
associated to 1 7→ 0). We will then consider the cohomology of the special fiber Xs without any structure:
and here we will apply rigid cohomology, Hm
rig(Xs). We now need to replace the "trascendental" topological
argument used to construct such a sequence. The underlying idea is that the bridge between the local (i.e.,
based on the special fiber) and the global (i.e., based on the whole geometric datum) will be given by two
different definitions of the cohomology of X with support in Xs, HmXs,rig(X). Moreover we will link it to the
cohomology of the open complement of Xs in X which will be understood in the framework of a generalized
log-convergent cohomology theory introduced by Shiho. Hence we will have a long exact sequence
(2) · · · −→ HmXs,rig(X)
α
−→Hmrig(Xs) −→ Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) −→ · · · .
Furthermore the (absolute) log-convergent cohomology groups, Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V), will be linked to the
limit cohomology of the special fiber via the following long exact sequence
(3)
· · · → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
Nm
−−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1) → · · · ,
because we will interpretate the monodromy in terms of Gauss-Manin connection. Then we can merge
the two sequences (2) and (3) to obtain the p-adic analogue of the Clemens-Schmid sequence (1) as in the
classical case discussed in [CL77].
For the exactness of the merged sequence we note that the log-crystalline cohomology of Xs admits a
weight structure (coming from the Frobenius action) and the existence of a monodromy operator. Following
the work of Shiho, we will insert our cohomology into a family. Moreover to such a family we will associate
a differential operator having a regular singular point at s and endowed with a Frobenius structure. We will
re-interpret the monodromy operator in terms of residue of the differential operator at s. In this differential
setting the equivalence between the monodromy and weight filtration (given by Frobenius) has been proved
by Crew [CR98] 10.8. Therefore, we can prove the exactness of the Clemens-Schmid type sequence by
weight arguments.
We also have Poincaré duality in the rigid setting obtaining
Hm+2Xs,rig(X)  H2n+2−m−2c,rig (Xs)∨(−dim X)  H
rig
2n−m(Xs)(−dim X)
[LS07], [PE03], [Be97]: hence (1) is the complete analogue of the classical Clemens-Schmid exact se-
quence.
In this paper we will prove the exactness of the Clemens-Schmid type sequence when k is a finite field
because we would like to avoid the difficulty of building up the relative theory. We believe, however, that
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it is possible to remove the finiteness hypothesis. We do not treat the problem of the exactness for a proper
semistable family defined over Spec k[[t]].
It is tempting to try to see our procedure along the lines of Levine’s article on motivic tubular neighbor-
hoods [LE07]. In that article topological methods were replaced by the notion of tubular neighborhoods. In
our p-adic realization, this corresponds to the use of the tubes in characteristic 0 for our varieties in char-
acteristic p. With respect to his approach, in our “realization” we have the advantage of a weight filtration
which can be compared to the monodromy filtration and we can prove the exactness of our Clemens-Schmid
sequence. We also mention that Nakkajima studied the kernel of the monodromy operator in crystalline
settings in [NA06], Sect. 6.
Here is an outline of this paper. After establishing our notations and conventions, we will show in section
3, how Shiho’s theory of relative log-cohomology (log-crystalline, log-convergent and log-analytic) can be
used in our setting. In particular we will understand the log-crystalline cohomology of the special fiber
Xs as a fiber at s of the sheaves of relative log-cohomology on C which are endowed with a convergent
connection, whose residue at s will be the monodromy operator. In the section 4 we will construct the
sequence. We will show how the global long exact sequence should be defined using “local" objects via
tubes: this will replace the topological methods in the classical case. To do that we will need to compare and
link several cohomology theories: these results will be obtained by choosing a good embedding system. In
fact, in [SH02] 2.2.4, Shiho gave a functorial definition for a log tubular neighborhood ]X[log
P
arising from
a (not exact, in general) closed immersion X → P of the log k-scheme X to the formal log V-scheme P
(under some assumptions), by which he is able to link log-crystalline cohomology with log-convergent (log-
analytic) cohomology. For our purpose the factorial construction of log tubular neighborhoods is not enough,
and we need a good embedding system in the level of log formal schemes for certain étale hypercoverings
which enjoys smoothness, log-smoothness and exactness properties in order to link log-convergent (log-
analytic) cohomology with rigid cohomology. This is done in Propositions 4.3 and 4.11. In section 5 we
will prove the last ingredient for the exactness of the Clemens-Schmid sequence: the monodromy filtration
coincides with the weight filtration for the log-crystalline cohomology of Xs. This will be proved using the
theory of the third section: namely the fact that we may view this cohomology as a special fiber at s of a
module endowed with a log-connection and a Frobenius structure on the curve (with a log-structure given by
the special point) and with monodromy given by the residue of this differential module at that special point
(hence the monodromy is unipotent). In this sense we will use Crew’s results on the equivalence of two
filtrations [CR98] §10, which, in turn, was an adaptation of Deligne’s methods for the étale setting [DE80]
1.8.4.
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2 Notation and setting
In this paper we will indicate by k a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, if not otherwise indicated. For
simplicity we denote by V the ring of Witt vectors of k, K its fraction field. The Frobenius is denoted by
σ. We put Vi = V/piV. Of course one could have taken for V any complete discrete valuation ring with
residue field k and Frac(V) = K: but all the K-cohomology groups we are going to consider in this case
will be defined by tensoring with K the cohomology groups defined over the fraction field of the ring of Witt
vectors of k. Hence the ramification does not trouble our constructions and results.
We recall that a divisor Z ⊂ Y of a Noetherian scheme is said to be a strict normal crossing divisor
(SNCD) if Z is a reduced scheme and, if Zi, i ∈ J are the irreducible components of Z, then, for any I ⊆ J
(which might be empty) the intersection ZI = ∩i∈I Zi is a regular scheme of codimension the number of
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elements of I (or it may be empty). Moreover Y is said to be a normal crossing divisor (NCD) if, étale
locally on Y , it is an SNCD.
We consider the following morphism
f : X → C
over a field k, where X is a smooth variety of dimension n + 1, C is a smooth curve and f is a proper and
flat morphism. We suppose that, for a k-rational point s of C, the fiber at s of f , Xs, is an NCD in X and
f is smooth on X \ Xs. We use (X, M) to denote the scheme X endowed with the log-structure given by the
NCD, Xs, while (C, N) denotes the curve C endowed with the log-structure N given by s (all for the étale
topology). The induced map f : (X, M) → (C, N) is log-smooth and proper. Then s× is a log-point given by
the k-rational point s of (C, N), i.e., the induced log-structure given by the closed immersion s → C from
(C, N). We refer to such a situation by a cartesian diagram
(4) (Xs, Ms)

// (X, M)
f

s× // (C, N).
By V× we indicate V endowed with the log-structure associated to N ∋ 1 7→ 0 ∈ V. Again V will indicate
V endowed with the trivial log-structure.
If we say a property is satisfied by a simplicial (formal) scheme (resp. a morphism of simplicial (formal)
schemes), then we mean it is satisfied at each level of the simplicial (formal) scheme (resp. the morphism of
simplicial (formal) schemes).
By [A• → B•], we understand the simple complex associated to the double one (also in the simplicial
setting) for complexes A•, B•.
3 Relative Cohomology
Because in (4), C was a smooth curve over k then it admits a smooth lifting CV over V (7.4 III, SGA1): we
indicate by C its completion along the special fiber C. Let us fix a lift sˆ of s in CV and a section t as a local
coordinate of sˆ in CV over V. sˆ and t also denote a lift of s in C and a local coordinate of sˆ in C over V,
respectively. Then 1 7→ t defines a log-structure on C and we indicate it by N . After shrinking C it is also
possible to endow (C ,N ) with a lift σC of Frobenius which is compatible with the Frobenius σ on V. We
then have a sequence of exact closed immersions of log-schemes
(5) s× → (C, N) → (C ,N ).
The log-scheme (C, N) in (5) is log-smooth over k, where k is endowed with the trivial log-structure, and the
formal log-scheme (C ,N ) in (5) is log-smooth over V. We will denote the reduction of (C ,N ) modulo pi
by (Ci,Ni). We will indicate by CK (resp. (CK ,NK)) the rigid analytic space associated to the generic fiber
of C (resp. with the log-structure NK induced by N ), and denotes by sˆK a point of CK defined by t = 0.
As in section 2 we may induce on Xs the log-structure of (X, M) and we refer to it as (Xs, Ms). Again
(X, M) is log-smooth over k endowed with the trivial log-structure while (Xs, Ms) is log-smooth over s×.
Then we have the following diagram:
(6) (Xs, Ms)
fs

// (X, M)
f

s× // (C, N) // (C ,N ).
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In this setting Kato and, later, Shiho ([KA89], [SH08], [SH08A]) were able to define the log-crystalline
cohomology sheaves of (X, M)/(C, N) with respect to (C ,N ), and we will indicate them by
Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K).
In this paper we will only work with the trivial log-isocrystal Ocrys,X,K. In order to define the log-crystalline
cohomology one needs to fix a Hyodo-Kato embedding system (P•,M•) of an étale hypercovering (X•, M•)
of (X, M) [HK94] 2.18 (see the notion of simplicial (formal) schemes and étale hypercovering in [CT03],
[TS04]):
(7) (Xs,•, Ms,•)
θs

// (X•, M•)
θ

i•
// (P•,M•)
g
(Xs, Ms) //
fs

(X, M)
f
 
s× // (C, N) // (C ,N )
where
(i) θ : X• → X is an étale hypercovering such that the inverse image of Xs is an SNCD in X•, M• is the
log-structure on X• induced by M, and θs : (Xs,•, Ms,•) → (Xs, Ms) is an induced étale hypercovering
by base change;
(ii) (P•,M•) is a simplicial formal log-scheme separated of finite type over (P•,M•) with Frobenius
endomorphism which extends the Frobenius endomorphism σC on C such that the log-structure M•
comes from that on the Zariski topology of P•, and that (P•,M•) is log-smooth over (C ,N );
(iii) i• is a closed immersion of simplicial formal log-schemes (not necessary exact).
In this situation the crystalline complex C(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni) on the Zariski site on X• can be defined by the loga-
rithmic de Rham complex of the log-PD-envelope of the closed immersion i• : (X•, M•) → (P•,M•) over
(Ci,Ni) (see [KA89] 6.2, 6.4). Although the log-structures are defined on the étale sites, it is a complex
of coherent sheaves on the Zariski site on X• by our choice of the étale hypercovering and the embedding
system. If f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys is the natural composite
((X, M)/(C ,N ))logcrys −→ XZar −→ CZar
where ((X, M)/(C ,N ))logcrys is the log-crystalline site of (X, M)/(C ,N ) and XZar (resp. CZar) is the Zariski
site of X (resp. C ), then the log-crystalline cohomology is calculated by
R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K)  K ⊗ R lim
←−
i
R( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni).
Since f is proper and log-smooth, Shiho proved the following proposition (claim in the proof of [SH08]
1.15). See also [BO78] B.9 for R lim
←−
.
Proposition 3.1. Under the notation above,
(1) R( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni) ⊗LOCi OCi−1  R( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/(Ci−1,Ni−1) for any i.
(2) R( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni) is bounded and has finitely generated cohomologies for any i.
In particular, the projective system {Rm( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni)}i satisfies the Mittag-Laffler condition for each
m.
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Remark 3.2. In section 4 we construct an embedding system such that i• is an exact closed immersion. In
this section we do not need such a special embedding system.
We recall the notion of iso-coherent sheaves in [SH08] 1.2. The category of iso-coherent sheaves on the
Zariski site of a p-adic formal scheme S is the category such that an object has a form F ⊗Q for a coherent
OS-module F and the group of homomorphisms is given by Hom(F ⊗ Q,G ⊗ Q) = HomCoh(F ,G) ⊗ Q,
where HomCoh(F ,G) is the abelian group of homomorphisms as coherent sheaves.
Theorem 3.3. Under these hypotheses on (X, M), R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) is a perfect complex of iso-
coherent sheaves on C . Moreover, the iso-coherent cohomology sheaf Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) admits
a Frobenius structure for each m.
Proof. The perfectness follows from [SH08] 1.16. Since f is of Cartier type, [HK94] 2.24 provides the
Frobenius structure. 
Moreover Shiho ([SH08] 1.19) was also able, always in our setting (6), to define a base change theorem
(see also [KA89] 6.10). In fact one can complete the diagram (6) as
(8) (Xs, Ms)
ι

fs
// s×
ι

// sˆ× = V×
ιˆ

(X, M) f // (C, N) // (C ,N ),
where we indicate the morphism defined by t → 0 by ιˆ and identify sˆ× with V×. Note that all the squares
are cartesian. The ι’s and ιˆ are exact closed immersions and f and fs are proper and log-smooth. Then,
following [SH08]1.19:
Theorem 3.4. As in (8) we have an isomorphism
Lιˆ∗R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K)  R fs(Xs,Ms)/V×,crys∗(Ocrys,Xs,K)
in the derived category of perfect K-complexes.
∗ ∗ ∗
We will need not only log-crystalline cohomology, but also the entire apparatus developed by Shiho in
his work: namely two other relative cohomology theories: the log-convergent and the log-analytic coho-
mologies. In our setting, Shiho [SH08], [SH08A] was able to introduce the relative m-th log-convergent
cohomology of (X, M)/(C, N) with respect to (C ,N ) which are indicated by
Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K).
Here Oconv,X,K is the trivial convergent isocrystal. Let us denote the log-tube of the closed immersion i• :
(X•, M•) → (P•,M•), i.e., the usual tube ]X•[Pex• of the exactification Pex• of i• Zariski locally on P•, by
]X•[logP• , and let sp :]X•[
log
P•
→ P̂• be the specialization map where P̂• is the completion of P• along X•
[SH02] 2.2.4, [SH08] 2.19. Then the log-convergent cohomology is calculated by the logarithmic de Rham
complex
Ω
•
]X•[logP•/CK
< M•/N >
of the simplicial rigid analytic space ]X•[logP• over CK =]C[C=]C[
log
C
(because the closed immersion (C, N) →
(C ,N ) is exact) [SH08] 2.34:
R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K)  R( f θ)∗sp∗Ω•]X•[logP• /]CK
< M•/N > .
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Then there is a canonical comparison morphism
(9) sp∗Ω•]X•[logP•/CK
< M•/N > −→ K ⊗ lim
←−
i
C(X•,M•)/(Ci,Ni)
and it induces the comparison theorem in [SH08] 2.36:
Theorem 3.5. The canonical morphism (9) induces an isomorphism
Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K)  Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K)
of iso-coherent sheaves on C such that the Frobenius structures on both sides commute.
Remark 3.6. To any locally free log-convergent isocrystal E, it is possible to associate a log-crystalline
isocrystal Φ(E) [SH08] 2.35. Here we should have written Φ(Oconv,X,K) for the structural log-convergent
isocrystal Ocrys,X,K. But Φ(Oconv,X,K) is the structural log-crystalline isocrystal. Hence we prefer to omit Φ.
As a corollary, if we specialize the above theorem to the case presented in (8), we have ([SH08] 2.38):
Theorem 3.7. With the notation above, there is a natural isomorphism
Lιˆ∗R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K)  R fs(Xs,Ms)/V×,conv∗(Oconv,Xs,K)
in the derived category of perfect K-complexes.
Let us introduce, after [SH08], the log-analytic cohomology sheaves of (X, M)/(C, N) with respect to
(C ,N ) which is indicated and defined by
Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) = RmgexK∗Ω•]X•[logP•/CK
< M•/N > .
in [SH08] 4.1, where gexK :]X•[
log
P•
→ CK is the induced morphism from g : P• → C . Then they are
OCK -sheaves. By [SH08] 4.6 we have
Theorem 3.8. In the previous notation, there is an isomorphism
sp∗Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)  Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K),
for any m which is compatible with Frobenius maps, where sp : CK → C is the specialization morphism.
Moreover, the log-analytic cohomology Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) is a coherent OCK -sheaf such that the
Frobenius map is an isomorphism.
Proof. The assertion follows from [SH08] 4.6 except that on the Frobenius structures on the log-analytic
cohomology. By definition Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) is endowed with a Frobenius map which becomes
the Frobenius structure on the log-convergent cohomology sheaf Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K) after tak-
ing the direct image by the specialization morphism sp. If sp∗F = 0 for a coherent sheaf F on CK,
then one can argue that F = 0, and so we may conclude that the Frobenius map is an isomorphism on
Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K). 
∗ ∗ ∗
So far we have not discussed the differential structure on the cohomology sheaves. We are going to do
that in this subsection and we will refer to it as "the Gauss-Manin connection" with respect the composite
of log-smooth morphisms
(X, M) → (C, N) → Spec k.
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As is the same with the case of usual crystalline cohomology [Be74] V, 3.6, the log-crystalline coho-
mology R( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni) is a log-crystal in the derived category of Ocrys,(C,N)/Vi-modules by the base
change theorem of log-crystalline cohomology for quasi-coherent and flat log-crystals [KA89] 6.10. Let us
put C (1) = (C ,N )×SpecV (C ,N ) (resp. P•(1) = (P•,M•)×SpecV (P•,M•)), D(1) the p-adically com-
plete log-PD-envelope of the diagonal embedding (C, N) → C (1) (Di(1) its reduction modulo pi) [KA89]
5.3, and prα : D(1) → (C ,N ) the natural α-th projection for α = 1, 2. If C(X•,M•)/Di(1) is the crystalline
complex associated to the log-crystal OcrysX/V modulo pi on Zariski site of X• which is defined by the log-
arithmic de Rham complex of the log-PD-envelope of the diagonal closed immersion (X•, M•) → P•(1),
then the crystalline cohomology of (X, M) with respect to Di(1) is given by
R f(X,M)/Di(1),crys∗(OcrysX/Vi) = R( f θ)∗C(X•,M•)/Di(1)
[KA89] 6.4. Since prα is flat, the base change theorem induces canonical isomorphisms
pr∗2R
m f(X,M)/(Ci,Ni),crys∗(Ocrys,X/Vi)

→Rm f(X,M)/Di(1),crys∗(OcrysX/Vi)

← pr∗1R
m f(X,M)/(Ci,Ni),crys∗(OcrysX/Vi).
The collection of these isomorphisms for all i forms a HPD-stratification (see [SH00] 4.3.1 and [SH08] 1.21)
and it induces the Gauss-Manin connection
∇GMcrys : R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) → Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) ⊗OC Ω1(C ,N )/V.
for the log-crystalline cohomology by Proposition 3.1 and [KA89] 6.2. Moreover, the connection ∇GMcrys
is horizontal with respect to the Frobenius structure induced by our chosen Frobenius endomorphism on
(P•,M•).
In the case of log-convergent (resp. log-analytic) cohomology we have a connection as a following sense
according to [SH08] 4.10.
Proposition 3.9. There is a unique isocrystal F on the log-convergent site ((C, N)/V)logconv such that, ifF an =
sp∗F is the associated logarithmic connection on (CK ,NK) for the specialization morphism sp : CK → C ,
then the stratification
pr∗2F
an −→ pr∗1F
an
induced from the connection of F an is given by the canonical composite of base change isomorphisms
pr∗2R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)

→R f(X,M)/C (1),an∗(Oan,X,K) ← pr∗1R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K).
Here prα :]C[logC (1)→]C[C is the α-th projection for α = 1, 2. Moreover, the Frobenius structures on coho-
mologies above commutes with the isomorphisms.
Hence we have the Gauss-Manin connections
∇GMconv : R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K) → R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K) ⊗OC Ω1(C ,N )/V
∇GMan : R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) → R f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) ⊗O]C[C Ω1]C[C /K < N >
on both log-convergent and log-analytic cohomologies such that the Frobenius structures are horizontal.
Let us now compare ∇GMcrys with ∇GMconv. If we denote the log-PD-envelope of the closed immersion
(X•, M•) → (P•,M•) (resp. (X•, M•) → P•(1)) by DP• (resp. DP•(1)), then the natural diagram

DP•
pr1
← DP•(1)
pr2
→ DP•
↓ ↓ ↓
(P•,M•)
pr1
← P•(1)
pr2
→ (P•,M•)
↑ ↑ ↑
]X•[logP•
pr1
← ]X•[logP•(1)
pr2
→ ]X•[logP•

−→

(C ,N ) pr1← D(1) pr2→ (C ,N )
↓ ↓ ↓
(C ,N ) pr1← C (1) pr2→ (C ,N )
↑ ↑ ↑
]C[C
pr1
← ]C[log
C (1)
pr2
→ ]C[C

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of ringed G-spaces with log-structures is commutative (the middle arrow means a map between the corre-
sponding entries in the two parts of the diagram). Moreover, if there exists a global chart, then the left part
of diagram could be replaced by
DP•
pr1
← DP•(1)
pr2
→ DP•
↓ ↓ ↓
P̂ex•
pr1
← P̂ex• (1)
pr2
→ P̂ex•
↑ ↑ ↑
]X•[logP•
pr1
← ]X•[logP•(1)
pr2
→ ]X•[logP• ,
where Pex• (resp. P•(1)ex) is the exactification of the closed immersion (X•,M•) → (P•,M•) (resp.
(X•,M•) → P•(1)) and P̂ex• (resp. P̂•(1)ex) is the completion of Pex• (resp. P•(1)ex) along X•. Since
there exists a chart of the log-structure M• Zariski locally on P• and the log-tube ]X•[logP•=]X•[Pex• = P̂
ex
•K
(resp. ]X•[logP•(1)=]X•[Pex• (1)= P̂
ex
• (1)K) is independent of the choice of charts [SH02] 2.2.4, we have a
commutative diagram
pr∗2sp∗R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) → sp∗Rm f(X,M)/C (1),an∗(Oan,X,K)

← pr∗1sp∗R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)
↓ ↓ ↓
pr∗2R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) → Rm f(X,M)/D(1),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) ← pr∗1Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K)
of OC (1)-modules, where sp of both sides in the upper line is sp : CK → C and that of the middle is
sp :]C[log
C (1)→ Ĉ (1) for the completion Ĉ (1) of C (1) along C. Here we use the flatness of prα to take the
cohomology sheaves of degree m. Hence we have the proposition below.
Proposition 3.10. Under the isomorphism between the log-crystalline cohomology and the log-convergent
cohomology in Theorem 3.5, two Gauss-Manin connections ∇GMcrys and ∇GMconv coincide with each other.
By the existence of integrable connection on Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K), which is horizontal with respect
to the Frobenius structure, we have
Theorem 3.11. With the previous notation, the log-analytic cohomology sheaf Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)
is locally free on the rigid analytic space CK furnished with the G-topology.
Proof. Outside sˆK in CK , the log-connection is a usual connection, hence the sheaf is locally free, because
we are in characteristic 0. The problem is at sˆK. Here it is enough to check that there is no nontrivial
torsion. The existence of the Frobenius structure forces an isomorphism between the original module and
its transform by Frobenius. If we had a nontrivial torsion, we would have an isomorphism between modules
with different lengths. This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 3.12. The log-crystalline (resp. log-convergent) cohomology sheaf Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K)
(resp. Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K)) is locally projective as OC ⊗ K-modules. In particular, we have a
diagram where all the maps are isomorphisms of finite dimensional K-vector spaces for all m:
(10) Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V×)

// Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K

Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K)s× // Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K)s× .
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As a summary of the results, so far, we have the following isomorphism of finite dimensional K-spaces
with Frobenius structures for the pullback at sˆ×K of R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) (i.e., as in (8), t 7→ 0) in CK:
(11) Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)sˆ×K  Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
∗ ∗ ∗
There is another way to introduce an integrable connection on the log-crystalline (resp. log-convergent,
resp. log-analytic) cohomology sheaf Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) (resp. Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),conv∗(Oconv,X,K),
resp. Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)) by using the spectral sequences studied by Katz and Oda [KO68], sect.
3. The monodromy operator on the log-crystalline cohomology Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K introduced by
Hyodo and Kato [HK94] 3.6 is along this line.
Let us now recall the construction. Let C•(X•.M•)/Vi (resp. Ω•]X•[logP•/K
< M• >) be the logarithmic
de Rham complex of the log-PD-envelope of the closed immersion ι• : (X•, M•) → (P•,M•) over Vi,
where Vi = V/pi is endowed with the trivial log-structure, (resp. the logarithmic de Rham complex of the
simplicial rigid analytic space ]X•[logP• over K). We define decreasing filtrations Fil
q
crys,Ci
of C•(X•,M•)/Vi and
Filqan (resp. Filqconv) of Ω•]X•[logP• /K
< M• > (resp. sp∗Ω•]X•[logP•/K
< M• >) by
Fil0crys,Ci = C
•
(X•,M•)/Vi
Fil1crys,Ci = Im(C•−1(X•,M•)/Vi ⊗Ω1(Ci,Ni)/Vi → C•(X•,M•)/Vi )
Fil2crys,Ci = 0
and
Fil0an = Ω•]X•[logP•/K
< M• >
Fil1an = Im(Ω•−1]X•[logP• /K
< M• > ⊗Ω
1
]C[C /K < N >→ Ω
•
]X•[logP•/K
< M• >)
Fil2an = 0
(resp. Filqconv = sp∗Filqan where sp :]X•[P•→ P̂• is the specialization map), respectively. Since
0 → g∗Ω1(Ci,Ni)/Vi → Ω
1
(P•,Vi ,M•,i)/Vi → Ω
1
(P•,Vi ,M•,i)/(Ci,Ni) → 0
is an exact sequence of sheaves of locally free OP•⊗Vi-modules of finite type, we have
gr0
crys,Ci
= Fil0crys,Ci/Fil
1
crys,Ci = C
•
(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni)
gr1
crys,Ci = Fil
1
crys,Ci/Fil
2
crys,Ci = g
∗
Ω
1
(Ci,Ni)/Vi ⊗OP•⊗Vi C
•
(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Ni)[−1],
where g : P• → C in (7). Here (C•, d•)[−1] means the −1-shift, that is, (C•−1,−d•−1). The similar hold for
the filtered complexes (sp∗Ω•]X•[logP•/K
< M• >, Filqconv) and (Ω•]X•[logP•/K
< M• >, Filqan). By this decreasing
filtration we have a spectral sequence
Eqr1 = R
q+r( f θ)∗grqcrys,Ci ⇒ R
q+r( f θ)∗C•(X•,M•)/Vi
where
E0r1 = R
r( f θ)∗C•(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Vi)
E1r1 = R
r( f θ)∗C•(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Vi) ⊗OCi Ω1(Ci,Ni)/Vi .
Then the differential d0r1 : E
0r
1 → E
1r
1 gives an integrable Vi-connection
d0r1 : R
r( f θ)∗C•(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Vi) → Rr( f θ)∗C•(X•,M•)/(Ci ,Vi) ⊗OCi Ω1(Ci,Ni)/Vi .
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By taking the limit on i and tensoring with K, we have a K-connection
∇KOcrys : R
m f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) → Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) ⊗OC Ω1(C ,N )/V.
by Proposition 3.1. We also have the integrable connections ∇KOconv and ∇KOan for the log-convergent cohomol-
ogy and the log-analytic cohomology by the similar way. Moreover, they are compatible via the comparison
isomorphisms in Theorems 3.5 and 3.8.
Theorem 3.13. Two connections ∇GMcrys and ∇KOcrys introduced above on the log-crystalline cohomology coin-
cide with each other. The same holds for the log-convergent (resp. log-analytic) cohomology.
Proof. Outside s in C , the coincidence is proved in [Be74] V, 3.6.4. Hence the two connections coincide
on C since the cohomology sheaf Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),crys∗(Ocrys,X,K) is a coherent and locally projective OC -
module. In the case of the log-convergent (resp. log-analytic) cohomology, the coincidence follows from
the log-crystalline case and the comparison theorem. 
Remark 3.14. One should prove the coincidence of two definitions of Gauss-Manin connections in the log-
crystalline (resp. log-convergent, resp. log-analytic) cohomology for more general situations. But in this
paper we deal with what we need for p-adic Clemens-Schmid exact sequence.
∗ ∗ ∗
The locally free module Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) is free on ]s[C= D(0, 1−) (the unit open disc) since
Γ(]s[C ,O]s[C ) is a Bezout ring by [LAZ62], Corollary of Proposition 4. Then there exists a finite dimensional
K-vector space Vm endowed with a nilpotent endomorphism Nm and a Frobenius structure Fm satisfying
NmFm = pFmNm such that
(12) (Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)|]s[C ,∇, ϕm)  (Vm ⊗ O]s[C , Nm ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ d, Fm ⊗ σC )
and that the vector space Vm is isomorphic to Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)sˆ×K . Here ∇ (resp. ϕm) is the induced
Gauss-Manin connection (resp. the induced Frobenius structure) on Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K). In fact
on the open unit disk ]s[C= D(0, 1−) the connection reduces to a differential system with log-singularities
endowed with a Frobenius structure. Hence it satisfies the hypotheses of Christol’s transfer theorem [CH84],
Theorem 4. We may then find a new basis such that the matrix which represents the log-connection with
respect to this basis is given by the constant matrix Nm and the Frobenius action is given by Fm. (Vm, Nm, Fm)
is called the residue of Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) at sˆ×K.
On the log-crystalline cohomology Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K which is the right part of (11), Hyodo
and Kato introduced a monodromy operator with Frobenius structures [HK94] 3.6. We would like now to
prove the following comparison.
Theorem 3.15. The isomorphism (11) induces an isomorphism
Vm  Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
of K-spaces which is compatible with nilpotent endomorphisms and Frobenius structures.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the monodromy operator Nm coincides with Hyodo-Kato’s monodromy opera-
tor under the isomorphism (11). We recall the construction of the monodromy operator on the log-crystalline
cohomology Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K following [HK94] 3.6.
Shrinking C, we may assume that C → Spf V̂[t] is étale where t is a local coordinate of sˆ over V and
V̂[t] is a p-adic completion of the polynomial ring V[t]. Let C(X,M)/Vi the crystalline complex of (X, M)
over Vi on the Zariski site on X•. We then have an exact sequence for each n as in [HK94] 3.6:
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(13) 0 → C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni)[−1] → C(X,M)/Vi → C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni) → 0,
where the first map is given by the external multiplication by ω 7→ dt/t ∧ ω. Note that (C•, d•)[−1] =
(C•−1,−d•−1) by definition. The exact sequence
(14) 0 → C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni) ⊗OCi Vi[−1] → C(X,M)/Vi ⊗OCi Vi → C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni) ⊗OCi Vi → 0
induced by tensoring (13) with OCi → Vi, which is the reduction map modulo the ideal of definition of the
finite flat subscheme ŝ of C overV (then t maps to 0), is nothing but the second exact sequence in [HK94] 3.6
since C → Spf V̂[t] is étale. Hence the connecting homomorphisms on the cohomology groups with respect
to the short exact sequence (14) induce Hyodo-Kato’s monodromy operator on Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
by the isomorphism
Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K  (lim←− R
m( fsθs)∗C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni),s×) ⊗ K,
where C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni),s× is the fiber of C(X,M)/(Ci,Ni) at s× and it is isomorphic to the crystalline complex of
(Xs, Ms)/s× with respect to the embedding system (Xs,•, Ms,•) → (P•,M•) ⊗OC V (OCV → V, t 7→ 0)
induced from the diagram (7).
Since the connecting homomorphism on the cohomology sheaves with respect to the short exact se-
quence (13) is just the edge homomorphism of E1-terms of the Leray spectral sequences, it coincides with
the Gauss-Manin connection on the crystalline cohomology sheaves by Theorem 3.13. Hence, two mon-
odromy operators coincides with each other under the isomorphism (11). 
Let us now consider an exact sequence
(15) 0 → Ω•]X•[logP•/CK
< M•/N > [−1] → Ω•]X•[logP•
< M• >→ Ω
•
]X•[logP•/CK
< M•/N >→ 0
ofO]X•[P•/CK -modules, whereΩ
•
]X•[logP•
< M• > is the logarithmic de Rham complex of (X, M)/K with respect
to the embedding system (7) and the first map is given by the external multiplication by ω 7→ dt/t ∧ ω.
Applying RΓ(]Xs,•[P• ,−) to (15), we obtain an exact sequence of K-vector spaces
· · · → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Γ(]s[C ,Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K))
∇
−→ Γ(]s[C ,Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K))dt/t → · · ·
where ∇ is the log-connection on the free Γ(]s[C ,O]s[C )-module endowed with a Frobenius structure. Taking
the residue of Γ(]s[C ,Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(OX,K)) at sˆ×K (see (12)), we have the following long exact sequence
of finite dimensional K-vector spaces
(3)
· · · → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
Nm
−−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1) → · · ·
by Theorem 3.15, where (−1) means the (−1)-th Tate twist of Frobenius structure.
Remark 3.16. Our results in this section also hold if we begin with a locally free isocrystal E on the log-
convergent site ((X, M)/V)logconv instead of Oconv,X,K. Then Ocrys,X,K is replaced by the associated locally free
isocrystal Φ(E) on the log-crystalline site ((X, M)/V)logcrys in [SH00] 5.3.1 and [SH08] 2.35.
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4 Building up the sequence
In order to calculate the rigid cohomology of X (for example) one does not really need to take a covering
of the variety respecting the fact that it is defined over C. But for future use we will need the existence of
coverings which are compatible with the map to the curve C and, possibly, with a smooth compactification.
So, we are always in the diagram (6). Let C denote a compactification of C. By Nagata compactification of
X over C we may think of having a compactification X of X over C. We may then suppose that we have a
simplicial Zariski hypercovering diagram of the type
Xs,•

ι•
// X•

// X•

//P•
Xs

// X

// X

s // C // C.
The simplicial map X• → X is a Zariski affine hypercovering, P• is a simplicial formal scheme separated
of finite type over V which is smooth around X• (note that P• is not P• in sect. 3) and admits a lift σ• of
Frobenius compatible with the Frobenius σ on V and all squares are cartesian. Such a setting allows us to
calculate HmXs,rig(X). In fact we have:
(16) HmXs,rig(X) = RmΓ(]X•[P• , [ j
†
]X•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P•
→ j†]X•\Xs,•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P•
]),
where j†]U•[P•F• is a simplicial sheaves of overconvergent sections along ]X• \ U•[P• associated to a sheaf
F• of abelian groups on ]X•[P• for a simplicial open subscheme U• of X•. Here j is seen as the map:
j]U•[P• : ]U•[P• →]X[P• In particular we will have a long exact sequence
· · · → HmXs,rig(X) → Hmrig(X) → Hmrig(X \ Xs) → · · ·
of finite dimensional K-vector spaces with Frobenius structures.
In order to construct the exact sequence we seek, we will need to deal with complexes which are defined
over ]X•[P• . We may then consider an admissible covering of ]X•[P• given by
{]X•[P•\]Xs,•[P• , ]X•[P•}.
The two complexes which form the simple complex in (16) are equal on ]X•[P•\]Xs,•[P• and in the inter-
section (]X•[P•\]Xs,•[P•)∩]X•[P• (note that Xs ∩ (X \ X) = ∅). We then conclude that
(17)
[ j†]X•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P•
→ j†]X•\X0,•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P•
]  [α•,∗( j†]X•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P•
)|]X•[P• → α•,∗( j†]X•\Xs,•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P•
)|]X•[P• ]
where α• :]X•[P•→]X•[P• and of course we may re-write the second part of (17) as
(18) α•,∗[Ω•]X•[P• → j
†
]X•\Xs,•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P• ]
where now we consider j]U•[P• : ]U•[P• →]X[P• .
Hence we would like to compare HmXs,rig(X) with
(19) HmXs,rig((X, X)) := RmΓ(]X•[P• , [Ω•]X•[P• → j
†
]X•\Xs,•[P•Ω
•
]X•[P• ])
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We will refer to such a cohomology HmXs,rig((X, X)) as rigid cohomology of the pair (X, X) with support in
Xs along the terminology of [CT03] and [TS04]. Note that the usual rigid cohomology HmXs,rig(X) of X with
support in Xs is the rigid cohomology HmXs,rig((X, X)) of the pair (X, X) with support in Xs. Then we claim:
Proposition 4.1. There exists an isomorphism
HmXs,rig(X)  HmXs,rig((X, X))
which is compatible with Frobenius structures.
Proof. We need to prove the acyclicity of α• on the sheaves which appear in (18). This follows from the fact
that the open immersions ]X•[P•→]X•[P• and ]X• \ Xs,•[P•→]X•[P• are affinoid morphisms. This comes,
by base change, from the fact that an open immersion of curves is affine and Xs is a divisor. 
We would like now to understand the two simplicial complexes which appear in the definition of the rigid
cohomology of (X, X) with support on Xs, HmXs,rig((X, X))  HmXs,rig((X, X)) (as in (19)), in order to involve it
in another long exact sequence. As in [CT03], the first complex gives the rigid cohomology Hm
rig((X, X)) of
the pair (X, X), and the second complex gives the rigid cohomology Hm
rig((X \ Xs, X)) of the pair (X \ Xs, X).
Remark 4.2. These cohomologies (without support) have been named "naive" by Berthelot, "convergent" by
[LS07] 7.4.4.
∗ ∗ ∗
What we now discuss is an interpretation of such a complex in terms of log-convergent cohomology. In
order to achieve this goal we have to choose a different good embedding than the original P• used thus far:
it will enjoy some exactness properties.
Proposition 4.3. It is possible to construct a simplicial étale hypercovering X• of X which admits a closed
immersion in a simplicial smooth formal scheme Qex• separated of finite type over V. Moreover if we endow
X• with the log-structure M• induced from the log-structure M on X, then we can give to Qex• a fine and
saturated log-structure M•, which comes from a log-structure on the Zariski topology of Qex• , in such a way
that we have a commutative diagram
(X•, M•)

iex•
// (Qex• ,M•)

(X, M) // V
where iex• is an exact closed immersion of log-schemes and (Qex• ,M•) is formally log-smooth over V and
that it admits a lift σ• of Frobenius which is compatible with the Frobenius σ of V.
For our strategy of proof we will construct an étale hypercovering X• such that, for each m, there is a
disjoint decomposition Xm =∐α∈Im Xm,α (each component is not necessarily connected) which is compatible
with the simplicial structure and that the induced log-structure Mm,α on Xm,α from M has a chart. Then one
can explicitly write down the exactness procedure, which is explained in [KA89] 4.10 and [SH02] 2.2.1. In
order to construct an étale hypercovering of X, we use the coskeleton functor and, to construct an embedding
system, we use a Γ-construction, which were studied in [CT03] 11.2 and [TS04] 7.2, 7.3. The proof will end
at Lemma 4.9.
First we recall truncated simplicial (formal) schemes and the coskeleton functors. Let ∆ be the standard
simplicial category such that an object of this category will be indicated by [l] = {0, 1, . . . l} for any non
negative integer l. Let us also denote, for a nonnegative integer q, the full subcategory of ∆ whose set of
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objects consists of all [l] with l ≤ q by ∆[q]. A q-truncated simplicial (formal) scheme over a (formal)
scheme S is a contravariant functor from ∆[q] to the category of (formal) schemes over S . For example, a
1-truncated simplicial (formal) scheme Y•≤1 over S is represented by
(20) Y•≤1 =

Y1
pi0
−→
δ
←−
−→
pi1
Y0

,
where pil : Y1 → Y0 (resp. δ : Y0 → Y1) is a morphism over S corresponding to the map [0] → [1] (0 7→ l)
(resp. the unique map [1] → [0]). Then pi0 ◦ δ = pi1 ◦ δ = idX0 hold.
The q-skeleton functor
skSq ; (simplicial (formal) schemes over S ) −→ (q-truncated (formal) simplicial schemes over S )
has a right adjoint coskSq which is called the q-coskeleton functor. For a nonnegative integer m, let ∆[q]/[m]
be a category such that an object is a morphism ξ : [lξ] → [m] of ∆ with lξ ≤ q and a morphism θ : ξ → η
is a morphism of ∆[q] with ξ = η ◦ θ. Then q-truncated simplicial (formal) scheme Y•≤q over S induces a
contravariant functor from ∆[q]/[m] to the category of (formal) S -schemes, ξ 7→ Ylξ . Then the m-th stage of
coskSq (Y•≤q) is given by
(21) coskSq (Y•≤q)m = lim
←−
ξ∈Ob(∆[q]/[m])
Ylξ
where the inverse limit is taken over the diagram of S -schemes over ∆[q]/[m], and the morphism piζ :
coskSq (Y•≤q)m → coskSq (Y•≤q)l corresponding to a morphism ζ : [l] → [m] is given by the transformation
∆[q]/[l] → ∆[q]/[m] ξ 7→ ζ ◦ ξ
of categories. More explicitly, let us put
Tm =
∏
ξ∈Ob(∆[q]/[m]) Ylξ ,
S m =
∏
θ:ξ→η∈Mor(∆[q]/[m]) Ylξ
where the products are taken over S , and define morphisms hi : Tm → S m over S for i = 1, 2 by
h1((xξ)) = (yθ:ξ→η) yθ:ξ→η = (xξ),
h2((xξ)) = (yθ:ξ→η) yθ:ξ→η = piθ(xη)
where piθ : Ylη → Ylξ is the corresponding morphism of (formal) schemes to θ : ξ → η. Then coskSq (Y•≤q)m
is isomorphic to the fiber product of the diagram
(22) coskSq (Y•≤q)m
h′2

h′1
// Tm
h2

Tm h1
// S m.
When m ≤ q, coskSq (Y•≤q)m is isomorphic to Ym by the composite of h′1 and the projection Tm → Yid[m]
since ξ = id[m] ◦ ξ for any object ξ of ∆[q]/[m]. If Y•≤q is separated over S , then coskSq (Y•≤q)m is a closed
(formal) subscheme of Tm by h′1 since h1 is a closed immersion. Moreover, if Y•≤q is a q-truncated étale
hypercovering of S , then Y•≤q is closed and open in Tm.
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Let us consider coskS1 (Y•≤1) for a 1-truncated simplicial (formal) scheme as in (20). The set of objects
of ∆[1]/[m] consists of
ξi : [0] → [m] ξi(0) = i (0 ≤ i ≤ m),
ηi, j : [1] → [m] ηi, j(0) = i, ηi, j(1) = j (0 ≤ i < j ≤ m),
ζi : [1] → [m] ζi(0) = ζi(1) = i (0 ≤ i ≤ m).
Then coskS1 (Y•≤1)m is characterized in Tm via the closed immersion h′1 in (22) by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. x ∈ Tm belongs to coskS1 (Y•≤1)m if and only if x simultaneously satisfies the conditions:
pξi(x) = pi0 ◦ pηi, j (x) for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m,
pξ j (x) = pi1 ◦ pηi, j (x) for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m,
pζi(x) = δ ◦ pξi (x) for 0 ≤ i ≤ m,
where pξi : Tm → Ylξi (resp. pηi, j : Tm → Ylηi, j , resp. pζi : Tm → Ylζi ) denotes the projection.
Proof. The conditions in the assertion are the relations piξi = pi0 ◦ piηi, j , piξ j = pi1 ◦ piηi, j , piζi = δ ◦ piξi which
comes from morphisms of ∆[1]/[m], respectively. All other relations deduce from these relations. 
At this point we begin a proof of Proposition 4.3. Let us take a 1-truncated simplicial scheme X•≤1 over
X,
X•≤1 =

X1
pi0
−→
δ
←−
−→
pi1
X0

,
which satisfies the following hypotheses.
(i) X0 =∐α∈I0 X0,α with |I0| < ∞ is an étale covering of X by pi such that X0,α is an affine integral scheme
of finite type over k for any α ∈ I0.
(ii) X1 =∐β∈I1 X1,β with |I1| < ∞ is an étale covering of X0 ×X X0 by pi0×pi1 such that, for any β ∈ I1, X1,β
is an affine scheme of finite type over k and pil(X1,β) ⊂ X0,αl (l = 0, 1) for some αl ∈ I0, and δ−1(X1,β)
coincides with one of X0,α for some α ∈ I0 or is empty. Note that αl (l = 0, 1) and α are unique, and
we allow the X1,β’s to be not connected.
(iii) The inverse image Xs,0,α of Xs in X0,α is an SNCD over k, which is defined by the inverse image
of x0,α,1 · · · x0,α,rl,α = 0 of an étale morphism X0,α → An+1k = Spec k[x0,α,1, · · · , x0,α,n+1] for some
0 ≤ r0,α ≤ n + 1 such that the divisor D0,α, j defined by the inverse image of x0,α, j = 0 in X0,α is
irreducible for 1 ≤ j ≤ r0,α and ∩r0,αj=1D0,α, j , ∅.
(iv) For any α, α′ ∈ I0, 1 ≤ j ≤ r0,α, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ r0,α′ and β ∈ I1, if pi−10 (D0,α, j) ∩ X1,β and pi−11 (D0,α′, j′) ∩ X1,β
have a common irreducible component, then pi−10 (D0,α, j) ∩ X1,β = pi−11 (D0,α′, j′) ∩ X1,β as schemes. For
β ∈ I1, the set {D1,β, j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r1,β} denotes all the collection of divisors of X1,β such that each of them
is of the form pi−11 (D0,α, j)∩ X1,β (, ∅) for some α ∈ I0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r0,α. Note that D1,β, j is reduced and
the inverse image Xs,1,β of Xs in X1,β is the union of {D1,β, j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r1,β}.
Such a 1-truncated simplicial scheme X•≤1 is a 1-truncated étale hypercovering of X and it always exists.
Indeed, one can put X•≤1, by definition of NCD’s, as follows:
(a) X0 is an étale covering of X satisfying the hypotheses (i), (iii).
(b) X1 is a disjoint sum of X0 and a Zariski open covering ∐β Uβ → X0 ×X X0 of finite type such that Uβ
is an affine scheme of finite type over k which satisfies the inclusion hypothesis for pi0 and pi1 in (ii),
i.e., {Uβ} is a refinement of {X0,α ×X X0,α′ |α, α′ ∈ I0}.
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(c) The inverse image Us,β of Xs in Uβ is an SNCD such that the intersection of all irreducible components
of Us,β is nonempty.
(d) For l = 0, 1, pil : X1 → X0 is given by the identity idX0 on X0 and the composition of Uβ → X0 ×X X0
with the natural l-th projection X0 ×X X0 → X0.
(e) δ : X0 → X1 is the identity onto the component X0 of X1.
Note that the condition (c) holds if one takes a sufficiently fine Zariski covering {Uβ} of X0 ×X X0. By the
condition (c) the inverse image of an irreducible component of the SNCD Xs,0,α of X0,α by pii (i = 0, 1) with
pii(Uβ) ⊂ X0,α is either an irreducible component of the SNCD Us,β of Uβ or empty since pii is etale. Hence
the hypothesis (iv) holds.
Let us define a simplicial scheme X• over X by
X• = coskX1 (X•≤1)
and a log-structure M• on X• by the inverse image of the log-structure M on X. Then X• is an étale hyper-
covering of X.
We will introduce a disjoint decomposition (it means a partition) on Xm for each nonnegative integer m.
The disjoint decomposition of X0 =∐α∈I0 X0,α and X1 =∐α∈I1 X1,α induce a disjoint decomposition on the
fiber product Tm =
∏
ξ∈Ob(∆[1]/[m]) Xlξ as
Tm =
∐
A=((αξi ),(βηi, j ),(γζi ))
Tm,A, Tm,A =
∏
0≤i≤m
X0,αξi ×
∏
0≤i< j≤m
X1,βηi, j ×
∏
0≤i≤m
X1,γζi ,
where A = ((αξi ), (βηi, j ), (γζi )) runs over Im+10 × Im(m+1)/21 × Im+11 , and all fiber products are taken over X.
Remember that Xm is a closed subscheme of Tm via the closed and open immersion h′1 of the diagram (22).
By Lemma 4.4 we have:
Lemma 4.5. Suppose furthermore that X is connected. Then Xm ∩ Tm,A is nonempty if and only if the
following conditions on A = ((αξi), (βηi, j ), (γζi)) hold simultaneously:

pi0(X1,βηi, j ) ⊂ X0,αξi for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m
pi1(X1,βηi, j ) ⊂ X0,αξ j for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m
δ−1(X1,γζi ) = X0,αξi for 0 ≤ i ≤ m.
In particular we have the disjoint union
Xm =
.∐
A
(Xm ∩ Tm,A),
where A = ((αξi ), (βηi, j ), (γζi )) runs over the set of indices satisfying the conditions above.
For a general X, the lemma above holds on each connected component. We define a disjoint decompo-
sition on Xm,
Xm =
∐
α∈Im
Xm,α,
by the induced disjoint decomposition from that of Tm. Note that Xm,α is not connected in general. The
new disjoint decompositions of X0 and X1 are the same with the original ones via the natural projection
Tm → Xid[m] = Xm (m = 0, 1).
Lemma 4.6. (1) Let ξ : [l] → [m] be a morphism of ∆. For β ∈ Im, there is a unique element α(ξ, β) ∈ Il
such that piξ(Xm,β) ⊂ Xl,α(ξ,β).
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(2) Let ξ : [lξ] → [m], η : [lη] → [m] be objects of ∆[1]/[m]. For 1 ≤ j ≤ rlξ ,α(ξ,β) and 1 ≤ j′ ≤
rlη,α(η,β), if pi−1ξ (Dlξ ,α(ξ,β), j) ∩ Xm,β and pi−1η (Dlη,α(η,β), j′) ∩ Xm,β have a common irreducible component,
then pi−1
ξ
(Dlξ ,α(ξ,β), j) ∩ Xm,β = pi−1η (Dlη,α(η,β), j′) ∩ Xm,β as schemes.
Proof. (1) The assertion follows from our hypotheses: in particular (ii).
(2) It is sufficient to prove the assertion in the case where lξ = lη = 0 since all divisors in the level of
X1 comes from those of X0 by hypothesis (iv). Suppose that lξ = lη = 0 and ξ(0) < η(0). There exists a
morphism ρ : [1] → [m] such that pi0 ◦piρ = piξ and pi1 ◦piρ = piη. Then the assertion follows from hypothesis
(iv). 
We denote the collection {Dm,β, j | 1 ≤ j ≤ rm,β} of reduced divisors of Xm,β such that each of them is a
form pi−1
ξ
(Dlξ ,α(ξ,β), j′)∩ Xm,β (, ∅) for some ξ ∈ ∆[1]/[m] and 1 ≤ j′ ≤ rlξ ,α. Then the inverse image Xs,m,β of
Xs in Xm,β is a union of divisors {Dm,β, j | 1 ≤ j ≤ rm,β}.
Let us now construct an embedding system i• : X• → Q•. For l = 0, 1, we fix an affine smooth formal
scheme Rl =
∐
α∈Il Rl,α separated of finite type over V with an SNCD El =
∐
α∈Il El,α relatively to V, which
fits into the commutative diagram over V for each α ∈ Il:
Xl,α

il,α
// Rl,α


Â
sl,α
V

= SpfV[yl,α,1, · · · , yl,α,sl,α ]̂
Spec k[xl,α,1, · · · , xl,α,n+1] // Ârl,αV = SpfV[yl,α,1, · · · , yl,α,rl,α ]̂
(R̂ denotes a p-adic completion of R) satisfying the following hypotheses.
(I) il,α : Xl,α → Rl,α is a closed immersion.
(II) The left vertical arrow is the map coming from the hypothesis (iii) for l = 0. In case l = 1 the set
{x1,β,1, · · · , x1,β,n+1} is a system of coordinates of X1,β such that D1,β, j is defined by x1,β, j = 0 for
1 ≤ j ≤ r1,β. One can take such a system by the hypotheses (ii), (iii) and (iv).
(III) The first right vertical arrow is smooth and the inverse image of yl,α,1 · · · yl,α,sl,α = 0 is the SNCD
El,α = ∪
sl,α
j=1El,α, j, and the second right vertical arrow is the natural projection for rl,α ≤ sl,α.
(IV) The bottom arrow is defined by yl,α, j 7→ xl,α, j for 1 ≤ j ≤ rl,α.
(V) The inverse image i−1l,αEl,α, j for 1 ≤ j ≤ sl,α is a sum of Dl,α,1, · · · , Dl,α,rl,α with multiplicities.
(VI) There exists a Frobenius σRl,α on Rl,α which is an extension of the Frobenius σ on V such that
σRl,α(yl,α, j) = ypl,α, j for any 1 ≤ j ≤ sl,α.
Indeed, such formal schemes Rl (l = 0, 1) exist by our hypotheses on X0 and X1.
Remark 4.7. Strictly speaking the hypotheses above are more general than those needed for the constructions
of the present article: in fact we will be able to have sl,α = rl,α and hypothesis (V) will be automatically
satisfied. But we think that such hypotheses will be the correct ones if one seeks a functorial behavior for
the results connected with our constructions.
We define a log-structure of Rl which is induced by the SNCD El. This log-structure has a local chart
Ll,α = Nsl,α defined by 1l,α, j 7→ yl,α, j, where 1l,α, j is the 1 of the j-th component of Ll,α. Then (Rl, Lal ) =∐
α∈Il(Rl,α, Lal,α) is log-smooth over V and the underlying morphism of formal schemes induces a closed
immersion (Xl, Ml) → (Rl, Lal ) of log-schemes. Here Lal,α means the log-structure associated to the pre-log-
structure Ll,α. Moreover, (Rl, Lal ) admits a lift of Frobenius σRl =
∐
α∈Il σRl,α .
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We define a simplicial formal log-scheme Q• by
(23) (Q•,L•) = ΓV0 ((R0, La0))≤0 ×SpfV ΓV1 ((R1, La1))≤1 =

∏
ξ∈Ob(∆[1]/[•])
(Rlξ , Lalξ )

•
as formal log-schemes over V (see the definition and properties of the Γ-construction in [CT03] 11.2 and
[TS04] 7.3.). Then we have a closed immersion
i• : (X•, M•) → (Q•,L•)
of formal log-schemes over V by [CT03], 11.2.4 and 11.2.7. Since the index sets of the products are same
in (21) and (23), the fiber product decomposition will induce a decomposition
im =
∐
α∈Im
im,α :
∐
α∈Im
(Xm,α, Mm,α) →
∐
α∈Im
(Qm,α,Lm,α)
of closed immersions for each m and they form a map of simplicial formal log-schemes. (Note that the
components of (Qm,Lm) which have no images from (Xm, Mm) can be omitted.) By the product construction
in (23), (Q•,L•) is log-smooth over V and the underlying simplicial formal scheme Q• is smooth. More
precisely, each log-structure Lm,α ofQm,α has a chart Lm,α which is a product of some of Ll,β (l = 0, 1 and β ∈
Il) and is isomorphic to Nsm,α with some sm,α ≥ rm,α such that, by reordering the generators of Lm,α, 1m,α, j
goes to a generator of Dm,α, j in Xm,α for 1 ≤ j ≤ rm,α and 1m,α, j defines a sum of Dm,α,1, · · · , Dm,α,rm,α with
multiplicities for rm,α < j ≤ sm,α in Xm,α by Lemma 4.6. In addition {Lm = ∏α∈Im Lm,α |m ≥ 0} forms
a co-simplicial monoid L• by our construction of (Q•,L•). The Frobenius endomorphisms σR0 and σR1
induce a Frobenius σ• on (Q•,L•) such that it acts by the multiplication by p on L•.
Let us define a monoid Lexm,α in the associated group L
gr
m,α by
Lexm,α = Lm,α
±(1m,α, j −
rm,α∑
j′=1
γ j, j′1m,α, j′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rm,α < j ≤ sm,α, the divisor defined by the image
of y j in Xm,α is
∑rm,α
j′=1 γ j, j′Dm,α, j′ .
 .
Lemma 4.8. (1) The composite map Lm,α → Γ(Qm,α,OQm,α) → Γ(Xm,α,OXm,α) of monoids uniquely fac-
tors as
Lm,α → Lexm,α → Γ(Xm,α,OXm,α).
(2) The log-structure on Xm,α associated to the pre-log-structure Lexm,α → Γ(Xm,α,OXm,α) is isomorphic to
Mm,α.
(3) The collection {Lexm =
∏
α∈Im L
ex
m,α |m ≥ 0} forms a co-simplicial monoid Lex• and the collection {Lexm,α →
Mm,α} of homomorphisms of monoids induces a morphism Lex• → M• of co-simplicial monoids.
Proof. (1) If a divisor defined by the image of y j in Xm,α is ∑rm,αj′=1 γ j, j′Dm,α, j′ , then there is a unique unit u
of Γ(Xm,α,OXm,α) such that the images of y j and u
∏rm,α
j′=1 y
γ j, j′
j′ coincide with each other in Γ(Xm,α,OXm,α) by
Lemma 4.6 (2). Hence ±(1m,α, j − ∑rm,αj′=1 γ j′1m,α, j′) should go to u±1. Since the unit u is unique, we have a
desired factorization.
(2) Since Xs,m,α = ∪rm,αj=1 Dm,α, j is an SNCD of Xm,α, the natural morphism Lm,α → Mm,α/O×Xm,α is surjective
at each stalk. Since we take the greatest quotient by the monomial relations of elements of Lm,α inside OXm,α ,
the homomorphism Lexm,α → Mm,α is injective.
(3) The assertion follows from our construction and Lemma 4.6. 
Let us define a simplicial log-scheme (Qex• ,M•) by
Qex• = Q• ×Spf Z[L•]̂ Spf Z[Lex• ]̂
and the log-structure M• associated to the natural pre-log-structure Lex• → Γ(Qex• ,OQex• ).
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Lemma 4.9. The closed immersion i• : (X•, M•) → (Q•,L•) factors as
(X•, M•)
iex•
−→ (Qex• ,M•)
h•
−→ (Q•,L•)
simplicial fine and saturated formal log-schemes over V such that iex• is an exact closed immersion and h•
is log-étale. Moreover, the underlying formal scheme Qexm is smooth over V for any m.
Proof. iex• is an exact closed immersion by Lemma 4.8 (2). Since (Lex• )gr = Lgr• , hm is log-étale. By the
construction we have
Γ(Qexm,α,OQexm,α) = Γ(Qm,α,OQm,α)
 (y j/
rm,α∏
j′=1
yγ j′j′ )±1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ rm,α < j ≤ sm,α
 ,
where γ j’s are as in the proof of Lemma 4.8. Hence Qexm,α is smooth over V. 
Finally, the Frobenius endomorphism σQ• on (Q•,L•) can be extended to the Frobenius σ• on (Qexm ,M•)
in such a way σ• acts as multiplication by p on Lex• .
This completes our proof of Proposition 4.3. 
Remark 4.10. (1) We could have performed a similar construction for an étale hypercovering coming from
a truncated one of any level (not only of level 1). For a general étale hypercovering we are not able
to find a similar result: we can find the good embedding system as before only if we have a truncated
system. We observe that an alternative methods for the proofs of the present article would be to use
truncated systems via the limit arguments in [TS04] 7.5.
(2) We say that the NCD Xs of X has self-intersections if there are some α ∈ I0 and j , j′ such that
the images of the generic points of D0,α, j and D0,α, j′ by the étale covering pi : X0 → X (as in the
hypotheses (i), (iii)) are the same. If the NCD Xs of X does not have self-intersections, then one can
take an étale covering X0 of X satisfying the hypotheses (i), (iii), and put X1 = X0×X X0, which is given
by X0,α ×X X0,α′ (α, α′ ∈ I0), with natural projections pi0, pi1 and the diagonal morphism δ. Then this
1-truncated simplicial scheme over X also satisfies the hypotheses (ii), (iv). In this case our (X•, M•) is
a ˇCech hypercovering of (X0, M0) over (X, M). Hence, if one takes a smooth lift (Q0, La0) of (X0, M0),
then from the ˇCech diagram (Q•,L•) of (Q0, La0) over V, one can obtain a similar exactification
(Qex• ,M•).
We fix a good embedding system iex• : (X•, M•) → (Qex• ,M•) as in Proposition 4.3. Then using étale
descent for rigid cohomology [CT03] 9.1.1 and forgetting the log-structure, we may write (Xs,• is the induced
étale hypercovering of Xs)
(24) HmXs,rig(X)  RmΓ(]X•[Qex• , [Ω•]X•[Qex• → j
†
]X•\Xs,•[Qex•
Ω
•
]X•[Qex•
]).
We are now ready to interpret the two complexes which appear in the simple complexes of the right hand
side of (24). The first one is just calculating the rigid cohomology Hm
rig((X, X)) of the pair (X, X). The
second complex is nothing but the rigid cohomology Hm
rig((X \ Xs, X)) of the pair (X \ Xs, X). Then we may
apply Shiho’s result [SH02] 2.4.4: it says that, for the smooth log-scheme (Xm, Mm) which has a Zariski
type log-structure, its log-convergent cohomology over V coincides with the rigid cohomology of the pair
(Xm \ Xs,m, Xm). Note again that Mm is the log-structure of Xm induced from the SNCD Xs,m and the trivial
log locus of (Xm, Mm) is Xm \ Xs,m. Hence we have
Hmrig((X \ Xs, X))  Hmlog−conv((X, M)/V).
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To avoid confusion we stress the fact that Hmlog−conv((X, M)/V) denotes the m-th log-convergent cohomology
groups of (X, M) relative to V.
To connect our construction to the log theory we will use ]−[log to refer to log-tubes for exact or non exact
closed immersions, which has already appeared in section 3: for example the log-tubes of X• for a generic
embedding (not exact) Q• will be indicated by ]X•[logQ• . Of course for our Q
ex
• in the proof of Proposition 4.3
we have
]X•[logQ• =]X•[Qex• ,
where the second is the "classical" tube, since the closed immersion iex• : (X•, M•) → (Qex• ,M•) is an
exactification of (X•, M•) → (Q•,L•). Hence the log-convergent cohomology Hmlog−conv((X, M)/V) =
Hmlog−conv((X•, M•)/V) can be calculated by
RmΓ(]X•[logQex• ,Ω
•
]X•[log
Qex•
<M•>) = RmΓ(]X•[Qex• ,Ω•]X•[
Qex•
<M•>),
whereΩ•]X•[
Qex•
<M•> indicates the restriction of the log differential module of the generic fiber of (Qex• ,M•)
to ]X•[Qex• . We may then write (24) as
HmXs,rig(X)  RmΓ(]X•[Qex• , [Ω
•
]X•[
Qex•
→ Ω•]X•[
Qex•
<M•>])
∗ ∗ ∗
Now we would like to continue our interpretation. As a matter of fact we are going to use another exact
embedding system to calculate the cohomology of the complex [Ω•]X•[
Qex•
→ Ω•]X•[
Qex•
<M•>]. Indeed we will
use a new good embedding system (Q˜ex• , M˜•) (exact and smooth as before) admitting a map Q˜ex• → C which
is log-smooth over (C ,N ), i.e., we take into account that (X, M) is log-smooth over (C, N). From now, by
shrinking C, we fix a Frobenius σC on (C ,N ) which is defined by σC (t) = tp, where t is a coordinate at sˆ
in C over V.
Proposition 4.11. In the previous notation, it is possible to find a good embedding system X• → Q˜ex• which
fits in the commutative diagram
(X•, M•)

˜iex•
// (Q˜ex• , M˜•)

(C, N) // (C ,N )
where Q˜ex• is smooth and separated of finite type over V, the horizontal maps are exact closed immersions,
and (Q˜ex• , M˜•) is log-smooth over (C ,N ) such that M˜• comes from a log-structure on the Zariski topology
of Q˜ex• . Moreover (Q˜ex• , M˜•) admits a lift σ˜• of Frobenius which is compatible with the Frobenius σC on
(C ,N ).
Proof. Let us keep the notations as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. If we consider the p-adically complete
fiber product (Qex• ,M•) × (C ,N ) over V, then the natural morphism (X•, M•) → (Qex• ,M•) × (C ,N ) is
a closed immersion, but is not exact. We will need to modify it in order to get an exact one. Note that the
log-structure (Qex• ,M•) × (C ,N ) is the associated log-structure to the monoid Lex• ⊕ N.
We define a co-simplicial monoid L˜ex• by
L˜exm =
∏
α∈Im L˜
ex
m,α,
L˜exm,α = Lexm,α ⊕ N[±((1m,α,1 + · · · + 1m,α,rm,α) − 1)] in (Lexm,α × N)gr,
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where 1 is the generator of the last component N. Indeed, if piξ(Xm,α) ⊂ Xm′,α′ for ξ : [m] → [m′], the image
of the element ±((1m,α,1 + · · · + 1m,α,rm,α) − 1) is contained in L˜exm′,α′ by the condition (V) and Lemma 4.6.
Hence the collection {L˜exm |m ≥ 0} forms a co-simplicial monoid. Since there is a unique unit uα on Xm,α such
that xm,α,1xm,α,2 · · · xm,α,rα = uαt, the collection {L˜ex• → Mm} of homomorphisms induces a homomorphism
L˜ex• → M• of co-simplicial monoids. Moreover, the associated log-structure on X• to the homomorphism
L˜ex• → Γ(X•,OX•) of monoids is the given log-structure M•.
We define a simplicial formal log-scheme (Q˜ex• , M˜•) over V by
Q˜ex• = (Qex• × C ) ×Spf Z[Lex• ×N]̂ Spf Z[L˜ex• ]̂
and M˜• is the log-structure associated to the natural homomorphism L˜ex• → Γ(Q˜ex• ,OQ˜ex• ). By the similar
proof of Lemma 4.9 we have
Lemma 4.12. (1) There is a natural commutative diagram
(Q˜ex• , M˜•)
ր ↓
(X•, M•) → (Qex• ,L•) × (C ,N )
↓ ↓ 2-nd proj.
(C, N) → (C ,N )
of formal log-schemes over V such that (X•, M•) → (Q˜ex• , M˜•) is an exact closed immersion and
(Q˜ex• , M˜•) → (Qex• ,L•) × (C ,N ) is log-étale. In particular, each level of (Q˜ex• , M˜•) is log-smooth
over (C ,N ).
(2) The underlying simplicial formal scheme Q˜ex• is smooth over V.
(3) The morphism σ• × σC on (Qex• ,M•) × (C ,N ) can be extended to a morphism σ˜• : (Q˜ex• , M˜•) →
(Q˜ex• , M˜•) such that σ˜• is compatible with the Frobenius σ on V and acts by multiplying p on L˜ex• .
Now the proof of Proposition 4.11 is complete. 
Hence we may use the exact embedding of the previous proposition to calculate the simple complex
appearing in (24). Note that the log-tubes here coincide with the usual ones: ]X•[log
Q˜•
= ]X•[Q˜ex• . This is true
because the immersion is exact and we have
(25) HmXs,rig(X)  RmΓ(]X•[Q˜ex• , [Ω
•
]X•[Q˜ex•
→ Ω•]X•[Q˜ex•
< M˜• >]).
But we can also introduce an admissible covering of ]X•[Q˜ex• : this is given by the inverse image of the
admissible covering of CK given by the tube of {s} (open unit disk hence quasi-Stein) and V where V is
a strict affinoid neighborhood of C \ {s} in C . The inverse image of such a covering gives an admissible
covering of ]X•[Q˜ex• : ]Xs,•[Q˜ex• and V• which are respectively the inverse image of the tube of {s} and of V in]X•[Q˜ex• . In particular the open immersion ι•K : ]Xs,•[Q˜ex• → ]X•[Q˜ex• is a quasi-Stein map. The restrictions to
V• of the two complexes which appear in (25) are the same: using this fact and Rι•K∗ = ι•K∗ for coherent
sheaves by the quasi-Stein property, we can again re-write (25). In fact, HiXs,rig(X) can be calculated as the
derived functors of the global section functor on ]Xs,•[Q˜ex• of
(26) [Ω•]Xs,•[Q˜ex• → Ω
•
]Xs,•[Q˜ex•
< M˜• >].
By our hypotheses Xs is proper and Q˜ex• is smooth, the first complex calculates the rigid cohomology of Xs,
while the second calculates the log-convergent cohomology of Xs endowed with the induced log-structure
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from X, i.e., the log-convergent cohomology of (Xs, Ms) with respect to the trivial log-structure on the base
field, Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V).
Remark 4.13. It is tempting to give a name to the hypercohomology of the global sections functor of the
previous simple complex (26), and to denote it by HmXs,rig( ˆX/K), where ˆX is the completion of X along Xs.
As a corollary of these two interpretations, we obtain the following long exact sequence of finite dimen-
sional K-vector spaces:
(2) · · · −→ HmXs,rig(X)
α
−→Hmrig(Xs) −→ Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) −→ · · · .
This long exact sequence is compatible with Frobenius. By classical results we know that the rigid terms of
such a long exact sequence have Frobenius structures (they have a structure of mixed F-isocrystals [CH98]),
hence we may endow Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) with a Frobenius structure (even if (Xs, Ms) is not log-smooth
over k endowed with the trivial log-structure).
Remark 4.14. (1) We should remark that we could have proved the existence of (2) by just using the exact
embedding system (X•, M•) → (Qex• ,M•). In this case, V•, of the covering above, would have been
constructed as the complement of tube of Xs,• of radius η < 1.
(2) More generally if we try to deal with a general Hyodo-Kato embedding system (X•, M•) → (P•,M•)
as in (7), then we would have replaced the complex in (25) by
[Ω•]X•[P• → hK,•∗Ω
•
]X•[logP•
< M• >]
where hK,• :]X•[logP•→]X•[P• is the canonical morphism. As a corollary of our local global comparison,
we have an isomorphism
HmXs,rig(X)  RmΓ(]Xs,•[P• , [Ω•]Xs,•[P• → hK,s,•∗Ω
•
]Xs,•[logP•
< M• >])
where hK,s,• :]Xs,•[logP•→]Xs,•[P• is the restriction of hK,•. However, one can not directly apply our
argument of global and local comparison to this complex, for the reason that h−1K,•(V•) is not isomorphic
to V• in general. As a matter of fact, the local existence of exact embeddings is sufficient for proving
the exact sequence (2). The authors, however, thought that it worthwhile to prove the existence of
global exact embedding systems of Propositions 4.3, 4.11 for use in further investigations.
∗ ∗ ∗
By putting together (2) and (3) we have the sequence (as in the introduction):
(1) · · · → H
m
rig(Xs)
γ
−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
Nm
−−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1)
δ
−→ Hm+2Xs,rig(X)
α
−→ Hm+2
rig (Xs) → · · · .
where the maps γ and δ are defined from (2) and (3) by the composites
Hmrig(Xs) → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
and
Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1) → Hm+1log−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Hm+2Xs,rig(X).
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5 Exactness of the sequence
In this last part we would like to prove the exactness of the previous long sequence (as in the introduction):
(1) · · · → H
m
rig(Xs)
γ
−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K
Nm
−−→ Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1)
δ
−→ Hm+2Xs,rig(X)
α
−→ Hm+2
rig (Xs) → · · ·
and we will make the further hypothesis that the field k is finite with q = pa elements. We will show how
such a result (after our translation of the topological tools in our framework) is a formal corollary of the fact
that in characteristic p the monodromy filtration coincides with the weight filtration. We recall that in the
third section we had the following interpretation (11):
(Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)|]s[C )sˆK  Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K,
where the tube ]s[C is isomorphic, by a choice of the lift sˆ of s, to the open unit disk with a parameter t
corresponding to sˆK . The log-analytic cohomology can be represented by the trivialization (12):
(Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N )|]s[C ,an∗(Oan,X,K),∇, ϕm)  (Vm ⊗ O]s[C , Nm ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ d, Fm ⊗ σC ).
where Vm is a K-vector space endowed with a monodromy endomorphism Nm and a Frobenius structure Fm
such that qFamNm = NmFam. Moreover, Vm is isomorphic to Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K by Therorem 3.15.
Associated with a nilpotent operator we have a monodromy filtration on Vm. We will indicate it by M
and the steps by M j, j ∈ Z. Moreover the Frobenius Fam induces a filtration called the weight filtration. In
this setting we have the equivalence between the two filtrations along the line of Crew’s proof [CR98] 10.8:
Theorem 5.1. Under the previous hypotheses, the log-analytic cohomology sheaf
Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K)
on CK\]s[C is pure of weight m. Moreover Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) on ]s[C is unipotent and, for each j,
the graded part for the monodromy filtration, grMj Vm, is pure of weight m + j for the Frobenius action.
Proof. In view of our hypotheses the family X → C was given by a proper and log-smooth morphism
with only one (classically) singular fiber at s. Since Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) is locally free by Theorem
3.11, Rm f(X,M)/(C ,N ),an∗(Oan,X,K) calculates the rigid cohomology of the proper and smooth fibers except Xs.
Hence they are pure for the Frobenius structure. Now we can apply Crew’s theorem, ibid. 
This gives an equivalence between monodromy and weight filtrations (up to a shift).
Corollary 5.2. On Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K the Ker Nm has (Frobenius) weights less than or equal to m.
While Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K(−1)/Im Nm has (Frobenius) weights greater than or equal to m + 2.
Proof. By Deligne [DE80]1.6, we know that Nm is injective on Vm/M0 → Vm/M−2(−1), hence Ker Nm ⊂
M0. On the other hand for each j < 0 , NmM j+2 = M j(−1): hence M−1(−1) ⊂ Im Nm. We conclude that
Vm(−1)/Im Nm has weights bigger than or equal to m + 2. 
Corollary 5.3. The Frobenius induces a structure of mixed Fa-isocrystal on Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) ([CH98]).
Moreover we have a direct sum decomposition with respect to the weights
Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) = Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)≤m ⊕ Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)>m.
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Proof. The cohomological groups Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) sit in two long exact sequences (2) and (3) both
compatible with Frobenius: hence they are mixed as Fa-isocrystals. In (2), by the theory of "classical"
rigid cohomology we know that Hm
rig(Xs) has weights ≤m ([CL98] 2.2) while Hm+1Xs,rig(X) has weights strictly
bigger than m ([CH98], 2.3): then one can insert Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) in a short exact sequence where
the first non trivial term has weights ≤ m (in fact it is a quotient of Hm
rig(Xs)), while the last non triv-
ial term has weights > m (because it is a sub Fa-isocrystal of Hm+1Xs,rig(X)). But, using (3), we can insert
Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) in another short exact sequence : this time the first non trivial term is the quotient
Hm−1log−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×)⊗K(−1)/Im Nm−1 which has weights >m by Corollary 5.2 and the last term is Ker Nm
on Hmlog−crys((Xs, Ms)/V×) ⊗ K which has weights ≤m (again by Corollary 5.2). 
We are now ready for the last step in the proof of exactness of the Clemens-Schmid sequence. As we
said, the part of the long exact sequence (2)
· · · → Hmrig(Xs) → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Hm+1Xs,rig(X) → · · ·
is compatible with the Frobenius structure, hence it gives a surjection
Hmrig(Xs) = Hmrig(Xs)≤m → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)≤m.
We then have Im(Hm
rig(Xs) → Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)) = Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)≤m and of course it is con-
tained in Ker Nm according to the long exact sequence (3). Since Ker Nm has weights at most m and the
Coker Nm−1 has weights ≥ m + 1, then the kernel is exactly isomorphic to Hmlog−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)≤m under
the map in (3). Hence it is Im(Hm
rig(Xs) → Hmlog−crys((Xs, M)/V×) ⊗ K) in γ of (1). In the second part of the
sequence, we know that Coker Nm has weights ≥ m+2 (because of the Frobenius twist). And it is isomorphic
to Hm+1log−conv(Xs, Ms)/V)≥m+2 because Ker Nm+1 has weights ≤ m + 1. Consider the long exact sequence (2)
Hm+1log−conv((Xs, Ms)/V) → Hm+2Xs,rig(X) → Hm+2rig (Xs).
The kernel of the last map is the isomorphic to Hm+1log−conv((Xs, Ms)/V)≥m+2 because Hm+1rig (Xs) has weights
≤ m + 1 and Hm+2Xs,rig(X) has weights ≥ m + 2.
This concludes the proof of the exactness of the Clemens-Schmid sequence.
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